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Description
++ This bug was initially created as a clone of Bugzilla Bug #1134495 ++
Description of problem:
Description of problem:
1) Pulp-admin supports logining from one user to another. If one makes several logins and at one point wants to know who is the
owner of the session, it's not possible to do it. An option which is similar to 'whoami' in shell would be reasonable for pulp users,
particularly, for administrators.
2) There is no option to check the status of the granted certificate. One can only try to execute some pulp-admin command without
-u/-p options or login every time.
Expected results:
Some options similar to 'pulp-consumer status'
pulp-consumer status

This consumer is registered to the server
[localhost] with the ID [cheburahska].
pulp-admin status

Successfully logged in as [user]. Session certificate will expire at Oct 9 18:35:48 2015 GMT.
pulp-admin status

No active user
History
#1 - 04/12/2019 07:48 PM - bmbouter
- Status changed from NEW to CLOSED - WONTFIX
#2 - 04/12/2019 07:52 PM - bmbouter
Pulp 2 is approaching maintenance mode, and this Pulp 2 ticket is not being actively worked on. As such, it is being closed as WONTFIX. Pulp 2 is
still accepting contributions though, so if you want to contribute a fix for this ticket, please reopen or comment on it. If you don't have permissions to
reopen this ticket, or you want to discuss an issue, please reach out via the developer mailing list.
#3 - 04/15/2019 11:17 PM - bmbouter
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- Tags Pulp 2 added
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